A new type of optical mode that possesses a formal analogy to the Dark atomic state involved in Electromagnetically Induced Transparency. It displays a transparency and Slow light behavior free from the bandwidth-delay product constraint.
Abstract:
A new type of optical mode that possesses a formal analogy to the Dark atomic state involved in Electromagnetically Induced Transparency. It displays a transparency and Slow light behavior free from the bandwidth-delay product constraint. The basic unit involved in electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) consists of three quantum states and two electromagnetic beams. The system demonstrates extremely narrow transmission linewidth and an attendant small group velocity [1] . In the spirit of EIT, we describe a mode of propagation consisting of three guided modes (A, B and C) coupled together by two co-spatial gratings (one connects modes A and B; the other connects modes B and C). The coupling equations of the three unperturbed modes can be written as
where N ab and N bc correspond to the strengths of the two gratings. The formal similarity between our waveguide and EIT depends on the nature of N ij coefficients in (1). There exist four different choices of directions of propagation of modes A, B, and C. The choice which is the most interesting for Slow light phenomenology is one where mode A is forward while B and C are backward propagating. where D N ab /N bc is the ratio of the two coupling strengths. The group velocity is reduced to 0 when D approaches 1. To make use of the GIT waveguide, we propose two kinds of structures: The first is a uniform structure so that the two coupling strengths N ab and N bc are of uniform strengths along the direction of propagation. This structure involves excitation of the other two supermodes as well. Unity transmission of input mode A requires the length of the structure to be a multiple of 2S/ 2 2 bc ab N N . Fig. 2 shows the transmission spectrum with D=0.7. The bandwidth is 110 MHz, and the group velocity reduction is 7.7. The group velocity is approximately proportional to (1-D much smaller than the Dark mode alone. The uniform structure can serve as a resonator since high Q values are possible. The second structure utilizes the dark mode alone which is excited in an adiabatic transitions region [2] and is shown in Fig. 4 . The input mode A entering the structure encounters only grating N bc and is thus the Dark mode where it will remain till exiting the structure. As it propagates, the grating N ab is turned on spatially adiabatically. In the middle of the structure, the Dark mode which now has a C component possesses a small group velocity. At the output, N ab is adiabatically decreased to 0, and the propagating wave is transformed back, always staying Dark, to mode A at the exit. The transmission bandwidth is the bandwidth of the Dark mode (the bending region of Fig. 1 ). The total group delay is determined by the group velocity of the Dark mode and the length of the structure. Fig. 3 shows the transmission spectrum, which is a rectangular unity function. The group velocity reduction is 5.74. The delay can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the length of the uniform region L uni without reducing the bandwidth. Therefore, the Dark Mode thus does not obey a delay-bandwidth product constraint.
To conclude, we have described a new class of optical modes in a multimode waveguide spatially modulated by two co-spatial grating. One of these, the Dark mode, possesses a reduced group velocity depending on the ratio of the two gratings' coupling strengths. We have proposed two types of GIT waveguides. The uniform GIT waveguide possesses large resonance and is a candidate for a new type of optical resonators. The adiabatic GIT waveguide supports pure Dark mode propagation and is free from delay-bandwidth product constraint.
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